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II. NONLINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS AND COLLECTIVE PROCESSES
Considerable theoretical progress in the understanding of nonlinear beam dynamics has been made in several areas since the 2000 Heavy Ion Fusion Symposium [1] . Examples include: detailed analytical and nonlinear perturbative simulation studies of collective processes, including the electron-ion two-stream instability [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and the Harrislike temperature-anisotropy instability driven by T ⊥b T b [8] [9] [10] [11] ; development of a selfconsistent theoretical model of charge and current neutralization for intense beam propagation through background plasma in the target chamber [12] [13] [14] [15] ; development of a robust theoretical model of beam compression dynamics and nonlinear beam dynamics in the final focus system using a warm-fluid description [16] ; development of an improved kinetic description of nonlinear beam dynamics using the Vlasov-Maxwell equations [2, [17] [18] [19] [20] , including identification of the class of (stable) beam distributions, and the development of
Hamiltonian averaging techniques that clarify the smooth-focusing approximation; the determination of a nonlinear bound on emittance growth due to the collective relaxation of space-charge nonuniformities [21] ; a precise solution of the coupled envelope equations with space charge [22] ; and the role of transverse mismatch effects in final pulse compression 3 [23, 24] , to mention a few examples. We summarize below several key theoretical results obtained in these studies.
3D Multispecies Nonlinear Perturbative Simulation Studies of the Two-Stream Instabil-
ity: A three-dimensional nonlinear perturbative (δf ) particle simulation scheme has been developed for studying the stability and transport properties of intense charged particle beams [3, 4] . As a numerical method to solve the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations, the scheme splits the distribution function into equilibrium and perturbed parts [3, 4] . The perturbed distribution function is represented as a weighted summation over discrete particles, where the particle orbits are advanced by equations of motion in the focusing field and self-consistent fields, and the particle weights w j are advanced by the coupling between the perturbed fields and the zero-order distribution function f 0 j . The nonlinear δf scheme exhibits minimal noise and accuracy problems in comparison with standard particlein-cell simulations. This simulation scheme is implemented in the newly developed Beam Equilibrium Stability and Transport (BEST) code [2] [3] [4] . This code provides an effective numerical tool to investigate collective instabilities, periodically-focused beam propagation in alternating-gradient focusing fields, halo formation, and any other important nonlinear processes in intense beam propagation. In the absence of background electrons, the BEST code has been used to demonstrate quiescent (stable) beam propagation over thousands of equivalent lattice periods [2] . In the presence of background electrons, however, a strong two-stream instability is observed [3, 4] , leading to a dipole (m = 1) transverse displacement of the beam ions and background electrons, which has been benchmarked against measurements of the electron-proton (e-p) two-stream instability in the Proton Storage Ring (PSR) experiment. The BEST code provides an important tool in the theoretical studies.
For example, the nonlinear δf -simulation scheme has also been applied to the case of a periodic-focusing solenoidal field configuration, and quiescent, matched-beam propagation of a thermal equilibrium beam has been demonstrated at high beam intensities over hundreds of lattice periods [26] , and detailed properties of the two-stream instability have been determined as a function of beam intensity and axial momentum spread [3, 4, 6] . lead to a deterioration of beam quality. Both kinetic and fluid descriptions predict instability. The 3D nonlinear perturbative particle simulation code BEST has been used [8] to study the stability properties of intense nonneutral charged particle beams with strong temperature anisotropy. The most unstable modes have been identified and their eigenfrequencies and radial mode structure have been determined for axisymmetric perturbations [8] . Simu to transverse temperatures is smaller than some threshold value. In the nonlinear saturation stage, the total distribution function is still far from equipartitioned, and free energy is available to drive an instability of the hydrodynamic type. In future simulations, we will carry out a systematic analysis of this instability using the 3D nonlinear δf simulation code BEST to determine the instability's dependence on beam intensity, its nonlinear saturation properties, and the effects of the instability on beam emittance.
Self-Consistent Model of Ion Beam Charge and Current Neutralization by Background
Plasma: The propagation of a high-current finite-length ion charge bunch through a background plasma is of interest for many applications [12] [13] [14] [15] , including heavy ion fusion. Models for charge and current neutralization have been studied both analytically and numerically during ion beam entry, propagation, and exit from the plasma. A suite of codes has been developed for calculating the degree of charge and current neutralization of the ion beam pulse by the background plasma [12] . The code suite consists of two different codes: a fully electromagnetic, relativistic particle-in-cell (PIC) code, and a relativistic Darwin model for long charge bunches. As a result of a number of simplifications, the second code is hundreds of times faster than the first one and can be used for most cases of practical interest, while the first code provides important benchmarking for the second. The analytical theory has been derived using the assumption of long charge bunches and conservation of generalized vorticity. The analytical results agree well with the results of numerical simulations for ion beam charge and current neutralization [12] . The numerical simulations also show complex phenomena, including collective wave excitations, during beam entry into the plasma. We will continue these analytical and simulation studies with particular emphasis on developing improved theoretical models with predictive capability for determining the degree of charge and current neutralization over a wide range of system parameters, including transient beampulse conditions. These studies will include detailed comparison with LSP simulations and other simulation codes, as well as available experimental results.
Simulation studies of final pulse compression: Strong final pulse compression will be a key element of the Integrated Beam Experiments (IBX). A Ph.D. thesis exploring this area was recently completed. As part of this work, the HERMES model [23, 24] was developed within the WARP code framework [9, 25] . This model solves the transverse envelope equations for a set of beam "slices" which are mutually coupled via a longitudinal Lagrangian fluid model.
The longitudinal field is obtained either by WARP's (r, z) field solver, or by a Bessel function expansion. Several drift compression systems were designed within the constraints of the preservation of a "matched" beam and effective velocity "tilt" removal by space charge at the end of compression, based on a given desired pulse shape at the end of drift compression.
The occurrence of mismatches due to a rapidly increasing current was analyzed. In addition, the sensitivity of drift compression to errors in the initial velocity tilt and current profile was studied.
III. STUDIES SUPPORTING DRIVER-RELATED EXPERIMENTS A. High Current Experiment (HCX)
Extensive 3D and 2D WARP PIC simulations of the injector and matching section of the HCX [27] have been carried out to understand the phase space structure of the beam emerging from the injector and to guide improvements. Simulations and theory have also been employed to explore the consequences of collective modes launched by phase space distortions of an imperfect injector. It was determined that the relaxation of such modes
should not result in unacceptably high emittance growth [21] . Matching and envelope anal- launched from systematic and random phase space distortions. These studies are being used to establish design tolerances, etc., to prevent particle loss.
Simulation results predict that the dynamic aperture in the electrostatic focusing transport section will be set by particle loss [29] . These studies use both idealized initial distribution functions (semi-Gaussian) and initial distribution functions calculated from first principles as transported from the source (including a 3D WARP PIC calculation in the injector). Most recently, we have begun carrying out studies wherein the simulated beam was initialized part-way through the experiment, using a transverse 4-D beam particle distribution f (x, y, p x , p y ) synthesized from experimental slit-scan measurements. This procedure has been explored using a simulated beam from WARP, whereby the true transverse 4-D distribution is known, as well as using preliminary experimental data. This work is helping to establish requirements for the experimental diagnostics; in particular, it has made clear the value of a crossed-slit spatial density scan, in addition to the more common parallel-slit emittance scans [30, 31] .
Here we present an example of an "integrated" calculation. This type of calculation will be important for studies of employed for exploration and planning of future experiments, such as an IBX or IRE. The calculation begins by using WARP in its 3D time-dependent mode on a 64×64×640 grid, computing space-charge limited emission from the source as the triode voltages ramp up. This first "run" includes all of the electrostatic quadrupole (ESQ) 7 injector structure, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , a frame from a movie of this calculation. The beam head is "mismatched" transversely (leading to less than 0.1% particle loss) because its energy differs from the nominal, a result of the overly-slow 800 ns full-rise time of the gate voltage. A 400-ns full-rise time leads to no loss (the actual rise time in the experiment is slightly less than 800 ns). Then, because of the desirability of efficiency and high grid resolution (512×512) in the much thinner downstream beam line, the particle data at the exit plane of the ESQ is saved over the flat-top of the pulse, and used to initiate a WARPxy "slice" calculation (in a steady-flow approximation with a 4-D transverse phase space) of the mid-pulse behavior through the matching section and ten electrostatic quadrupole lenses of the HCX transport line. A view of this later stage of the calculation is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Ongoing research is exploring the consequences of lost particles in both electric and magnetic focusing channels, in regimes relevant to both near-term experiments on HCX and to fusion drivers. Studies of the sources and sinks of stray electrons in a heavy ion accelerator, their dynamical lifetimes in the presence of the beams' space-charge field as well as the applied magnetic focusing and induction acceleration fields, and the consequences of their presence at various levels, are receiving enhanced emphasis. Collaborations on related loss issues in accelerators for other applications have been established. These studies are using analysis, as well as PIC simulations [32] .
B. Injector experiments
Accurate simulation of injector systems remains a challenging area, because of the need to avoid introducing any numerical artifacts into the beam distribution. Here two approaches are being pursued. One approach involves a large-diameter hot-plate source followed by an ESQ focusing and accelerating column, as currently employed in the HCX experiments.
Extensive simulations of this system are being carried out using the WARP particle-incell code, as described above. Studies of the source region in detail are also underway [33] . Another approach involves the merging of a large number (∼100) of micro-beamlets, each with high current density, offering the promise of a compact system [34] . However, the approach also poses physics and engineering challenges, as well as the computational challenge of a wide range of scales [35] . We are simulating all aspects of this approach.
This work includes studies of the propagation of the beamlets from their individual sources Figure 2 shows selected frames from a computer-generated movie. The resulting beam has comparable emittance to that observed in simulations of the ESQ injector for HCX, but differs qualitatively in that the phase space has been "diluted" by the entrainment of empty volume, rather than "distorted" through focusing aberrations. 
IV. STUDIES OF BEAM PROPAGATION IN FUSION-CHAMBER PLASMAS
Ion beams must be transported and focused over several meters through the fusion chamber to the target [36] . This "standoff" distance prevents damage to the final focus section of the accelerator from the target explosion [37] . Ballistic transport uses a final focusing lens just outside the chamber and a supply of electrons to provide neutralization (neutralized ballistic transport) [38] ; the detailed physics of the neutralization process is one of the key areas to be addressed by the NTX experiments [39, 40] , along with the optics of final focusing [41] . Pinched transport uses a final lens to focus each beam to a small radius at the entrance to the chamber, and then the beam propagates at small radius to the target [42] . All pinch modes depend on an azimuthal magnetic field (B θ ) to confine the beams.
Assisted-pinched transport uses a preformed 50-kA channel, created in a gas (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) by a laser and a discharge electrical circuit, to create a frozen magnetic field before the heavy ion beam is injected [43] [44] [45] . Self-pinched transport uses the ion beam itself to break down a low-pressure gas (1-100 mTorr) [13, 46, 47] , and the net self-magnetic field affords confinement. These transport schemes impact the designs of both the accelerator and the fusion target.
Simulation of these transport modes involves plasma densities that range from very weak to > 10 16 cm −3 . Neutralizing plasma is either created externally before the ion beam arrives, or is created by means of beam impact ionization and photoionization from the heated target.
While standard particle-in-cell (PIC) codes are adequate for weak plasma conditions, a hybrid code that is capable of accurately modeling the dense plasma is necessary for electron densities above approximately 10 13 cm −3 . Above this density with a keV temperature, the Debye length becomes prohibitively small, necessitating cell sizes below 10 microns and time steps below 10 ps. Given a simulation distance of 3-6 meters, standard PIC simulations are problematic. Thus, use is made of the hybrid simulation codes LSP [48] and IPROP [49] that include detailed modeling of the gas breakdown from near vacuum to 5-Torr ambient gas pressure. LSP is used in the weakly-collisional regimes of neutralized-ballistic transport [50] and self-pinched transport [13, 46] , whereas IPROP is used for the more collisional assisted-pinched transport regime [51] .
A hybrid algorithm has been developed and implemented in the 3-D parallel PIC code
LSP. An energy-conserving [52] implicit algorithm including particle collisions and gas breakdown models has been added with both electrostatic and electromagnetic field solvers. This treatment relaxes the usual limitations on time step and cell sizes associated with the cyclotron and plasma frequencies and the Debye length. A recent improvement in the code involves an implementation of a cloud-in-cell (CIC) treatment [53] . The treatment greatly reduces particle noise inherent in an energy-conserving algorithm. The LSP code also has algorithms to model charged particle and neutral particle collisions. To avoid problems associated with numerical cooling of highly implicit kinetic electrons, we include an implicit PIC fluid model for the electrons. The equation of motion for a fluid electron parcel is identical to that of a kinetic particle, except for scattering terms. A pressure-gradient force term, to model electron-electron collisions, and a frictional force between the electron and other species replace elastic scattering events for kinetic particles.
LSP has been used recently to make "realistic" simulations of driver-like "foot" and main pulses in a target chamber. In these calculations, the beam enters the chamber through a conical three-meter beam port with layers of hydrogen plasma near each end to preneutralize the beam, then drifts three more meters through low-density BeF 2 to a 5-mm radius target. Beam parameters are close to values used in ongoing optimzation studies, so main pulses initially have 2.8 kA of 2.5 GeV Xe +1 ions, and foot pulses have 947 A of 1.9 GeV ions. These runs allow Child-Langmuir electron emission from conducting walls, and several also include time-dependent photo-stripping of the beam and photoionization of the background gas by X rays from the heated target [54] . Although these photoionization processes have major effects on the beam charge state and on the density of free electrons near the target, their overall effect in the cases examined to date is a modest reduction in the beam spot size [55] . Results from a typical main-pulse simulation are shown in Fig. 3 .
Here, the beam density and electron densities from several sources are shown after 80 ns of transport. At this time, electrons from the plasma layers and from the beam-pipe walls provide the largest share of beam neutralization, although neutralization by photoionization electrons becomes dominant as the beam reaches the target. An important finding of this and similar simulations is that the beam waist for either type of pulse is close to values required by current distributed-radiator targets [56] . The IPROP code treats the beam ions kinetically; however, the plasma is described with a two-fluid model. The plasma electron current density is determined from an Ohm's law that includes pressure and friction, as well as electromagnetic terms. The electron conductivity, σ = cn e /m e ν m , where n e is the electron density and ν m is the momentum transfer frequency is calculated from Spitzer collisions. Electron densities are advanced using the continuity equation taking into account beam ionization that is so intense that multiple stripping by the beam must be modeled.
Recent IPROP simulations [51] wherein the beam is guided by the magnetic fields from a 50 kA discharge channel have suggested that up to 90% of the beam energy reaches the target. A significant increase in the net current above the 50 kA level degrades transport due to inductive losses and halo formation. The calculations show that the beam heats the gas sufficiently quickly to yield a high conductivity that resists the growth in self-magnetic fields to tolerable levels. Furthermore, 3-D simulations predict that the resistive hose instability will not disrupt the beam propagation.
V. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATION CAPABILITIES
We have begun developing the concept for the next major step in the development of a heavy ion fusion driver, the so-called Integrated Beam Experiment (IBX) (cf. [57] ). The purpose of IBX is to explore in an integrated manner the processes and manipulations necessary for a heavy ion fusion induction accelerator. The experiments will demonstrate injection, acceleration, compression, bending and final focus of a heavy ion beam at significant line charge density. A primary scientific goal will be exploration of the longitudinal physics issues associated with compression of the bunch length by a factor of ten or more, while maintaining high beam quality (both transverse and longitudinal) and envelope and centroid control. Two preliminary conceptual designs (with flexible experimental options), a short pulse version (having a 250 ns initial pulse) and a longer pulse version (with a 2 µs initial pulse), have been outlined. The short-pulse design requires significantly smaller induction cores and a shorter drift compression length, with a resultant cost savings. The injector for the short-pulse design, however, requires further research to ensure that transients do not dominate the current pulse. The longer pulse design requires no extrapolation from present technology.
We developed an improved analytic model for the beam spot size on the fusion target 13 based on a non-linear moment model, incorporating improvements in our understanding of chromatic effects, and allowing for the possibility of elliptical spots. We also recently adapted a model which includes emittance growth in the chamber [58] and self-pinching in the chamber [12, 59, 60] , and which captures some of the understanding gleaned from particle simulations and analysis of chamber propagation [40, 55] . These models have been incorporated into the systems code IBEAM, thereby improving the agreement between systems models and particle simulations.
Advanced code development is in progress in a number of areas. One key project is centering on the use of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) in WARP, so that the mesh resolution is concentrated in those spatial regions where fine details of the field must be resolved. A prototype axisymmetric model using AMR is already available in WARP, and a full 3D capability, involving the merging of WARP with the existing CHOMBO package (itself being modified to accommodate particle simulation needs), is under development [61] .
Other directions to be pursued for advanced algorithms include the generalization to alternating-gradient focusing of Vlasov methods which follow the evolution of the beam's phase-space density on a multidimensional grid [62] , development of true multi-beam capabilities in both WARP and LSP, and implementation of novel magneto-inductive (Darwin) models for beam simulation into the full suite of HIF codes.
A key programmatic goal is the development of an integrated and detailed "source-totarget" HIF beam simulation capability. Testing and validating this integrated modeling capability will be a main objective of the IBX. In our proposed scenario for integrated modeling (Fig. 4) , the beam is simulated from the source through the final focusing optic using WARP3d, and the particle and field data are then transferred into LSP where the simulation is carried through the chamber plasma environment to the fusion target. At that point the particle data is used to generate "ray" information for the ion beam source in the radiation-hydrodynamics target design code. To ensure fidelity, coupling of this consistent sequence of simulations with other, more detailed calculations of instabilities and other processes (analogous to those described herein, using BEST) will be important. Similarly, to understand beam halos quantitatively, the orbit-following capabilities of BEST, WARP
with an extra-large number of particles, and/or extensions of the semi-Lagrangian Vlasov solver SLV may be employed in calculations over limited sections of the machine.
